What is the Healthy Bodies Healthy Minds Institute?
The HBHM Institute is an annual event designed to nurture the interdisciplinary roles of school personnel in the
adoption of physical activity as a learning tool. Learn from leading neuroscientists, educators and psychologists the
best practices and evidence-based research to creatively incorporate physical activity into teaching practices and
enhance students’ ability to learn. We invite all educators who are motivated to transform schools into institutions of
movement and wellness to attend this once-a-year opportunity.

What are the goals of HBHM?
●
●
●
●
●
●

To infuse wellness into the classroom culture.
To review current research on the relationships between curriculum planning, school-based physical activity,
and learning outcomes.
To provide educators with the skills and knowledge to implement brain-based learning with their students.
To develop a multidisciplinary school-based team that will implement exercise and learning initiatives in their
schools.
To provide a forum for discussion and collaboration among like-minded educators.
To assist in the development of an action plan for each school building.

What should I expect?
You can expect a full day of collaboration with your peers working on a common goal. Teams and colleagues should
come ready to listen to other’s ideas and experiences and be ready to share their own. Please dress in comfortable
attire suited for physical activity and summer weather.

What speaker sessions are offered?
Historically, sessions have been offered by leading educators, neuroscientists, psychologists, master trainers and
others that specialize in the professional development of teachers and school administrators. Sessions that address
specific physical activity components, techniques for integrating movement into the classroom, social and emotional
learning, mindfulness, nutrition topics, community partnerships for schools, staff wellness, and best practice models
from around the nation will be offered.

Who should attend?
Interdisciplinary school teams and individuals interested in learning best practices for transforming schools and
places of learning into a whole child modeled, movement-centered environment. Attendees may include classroom
teachers, nurses, health and physical education teachers, administrators, school counselors, executive directors, youth
development coordinators, and any other motivated individual regardless of their official role.
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Session Tracks for 2018
●

Active Learning - The unique and creative heart of this event. These sessions include examples of programs,
classroom management techniques, lesson plan development, active learning with special or targeted
populations (such as students with IEPs or student-athletes), use of kinesthetic classroom spaces, Action
Based Learning, and academic classroom focus.

●

Social and Emotional Learning - Topics for these sessions include resilience, mindfulness, yoga and
breathing, trauma-informed classrooms, and is open to other successful classroom management topics that
promote learning readiness from an emotional wellness perspective.

●

Healthy Eating / Nutrition Education - School or building-wide approaches to support healthy eating and
nutrition education of students and faculty. Sessions will include academic food systems, cooking classes for
students or faculty, school garden programs and more.

●

Leadership and Team Motivation - This track is focused on identifying your unique leadership strengths,
discovering ways to lift your class and staff members when morale starts to sag, creating a solid team
framework, boosting your leadership confidence, and inspiring creativity.

●

Physical Well-Being for Educators - New! As many educators can attest at the end of a busy school day,
teaching can be physically demanding. This track provides the latest best practices for physical fitness and
self-care for educators.

Through peer to peer sessions and expert-led content presentations, our attendees will have the opportunity to gain
the perspective of many like-minded educators doing diverse work in the field.

Tuesday, August 7
8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

The day is all about new perspectives. Attendees will have access to twenty-five peer and expert led breakout sessions
on Active Learning, Social Emotional Learning & Mindfulness, Nutrition Education and Healthy Eating, Motivation
and Leadership, and Physical Well-Being for Educators.
Choose the way to spend your day. Expert-led breakout sessions are offered alongside an opportunity to translate the
content curation into a manageable plan for you and your colleagues to implement. A dedicated facilitator will assist
attendees to learn from and connect with each other and develop actionable plans for wellness programming in the
upcoming school year.
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AGENDA AT A GLANCE
Tuesday, August 7, 2018
7am - 8am

Check-in & Breakfast

8am - 9am

Opening Plenary

9am-12:20am

Morning Sessions

12:30am - 1:30pm

Lunch and Wellness Achievement Ceremony

1:40pm - 4pm

Afternoon Sessions

4pm - 4:30pm

Awards & Closing

SESSION SYMBOL KEY
Please use the key below to select your track, audience, and level of engagement for each session.

TRACK

Active
Learning

Social Emotional
Learning

Nutrition
Education

Motivation &
Leadership

Elementary

Middle School

High School

Administration

Brain Active

Mind & Body Active

Body Intensive

AL

SEL

NE

 ML

Physical Well-being
for Educators

PWE

AUDIENCE

ENGAGEMENT
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ALL SESSIONS: TUESDAY, AUGUST 7

Act 48 Workshop
9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Understanding Active Learning Research, the Role and Responsibilities of an Active Learning Team, and How to
Plan Effectively Amid Recent Changes that will Affect the Way Schools are Held Accountable
Martha Lester Harris, Dr. Marianne Bartley

During this three-hour workshop, educators will be equipped with the tools needed to create, implement and evaluate
active learning strategies—for the classroom, gymnasium, athletic field, school, district or alternative educational
settings. The workshop will help participants develop effective strategies for cross-curricular instruction that reinforce
the concepts of health and physical literacy, social and emotional learning to help districts implement the new
measures resulting from the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) that Pennsylvania has embraced through its PA Future
Ready criteria. Anticipated outcomes include improved classroom management, improved teacher effectiveness and
enhanced academic outcomes as students’ brains are prepared for learning.
Participants will be encouraged to participate and work in teams to create active learning interventions for their
schools. Participants in this workshop are eligible for CEU credit through our partner, Fizika Group, LLC, an
approved professional development provider under PDE’s Act 48 program.
*Please note this session is a three-hour long session and will take up your morning session slots.

Breakout A
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Mindful Self Care
Brian Aikens

This session will take you through personal mindfulness meditation practices to enhance your awareness of emotions,
behaviors, and thoughts. We will practice formal and informal meditation practices and learn how to incorporate
them into our lives to help reduce stress. Practices will include sitting and walking meditation, loving-kindness
meditation, body awareness, methods for integrating awareness into ordinary activities, and exploring emerging
research on the beneficial effects of mindfulness for mental wellness.
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The Power of Perspective
Jenna Armato

We can’t change the number of hours in a day, but we can radically change how we think about them. You’ll gain
concepts and techniques to keep your mind bubbling with fresh perspective and increase your effectiveness both at
home and at work. Maximizing our potential means growing through change - participants will be armed with some
foundational tools to navigate change and break through invisible boundaries.
Identifying Domestic Abuse in the Classroom
Minna Davis

Educators are often at a loss as to how to effectively address student disclosures of domestic abuse in their homes, or
how to effectively address dating abuse among their students. Through the use of lecture/discussion and interactive
activities, this workshop will provide participants with an understanding of its impact on students who are either in
abusive relationships themselves or living in homes where there is domestic abuse; and it will also increase
participants' knowledge of appropriate referral resources.
Training You Can Use
Tory Bright, Tricia Marlott

This session will give an overview of two curriculums available to schools and adults supporting youth: Youth Mental
Health First Aid (YMHFA) and QPR Gatekeeper Training. The YMHFA course is designed for adults who regularly
interact with adolescents (teachers, school staff, coaches, youth group leaders, parents, etc.). In this overview, we will
provide an overview of youth risk factors, protective factors, and the Mental Health First Aid Action Plan.
Youth Mental Health First Aid USA is a public education program which introduces participants to the unique risk
factors and warning signs of mental health problems in adolescents, builds understanding of the importance of early
intervention, and teaches individuals how to help an adolescent in crisis or experiencing a mental health challenge.
Mental Health First Aid uses role-playing and simulations to demonstrate how to assess a mental health crisis; select
interventions and provide initial help; and connect young people to professional, peer, social, and self-help care.
The second part of the session will overview QPR training. Question, Persuade, Refer (QPR) is a two-hour Suicide
Prevention "Gatekeeper" Training. QPR prepares attendees to recognize the warning signs of suicide, ask someone
about suicidal thoughts, and offer and connect to help.
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Breakout B
10:10 a.m. – 11:10 a.m.
What is Your Why?
Matt Cubbler

Ready to be inspired? Learn more about your inner strengths and reshape your ideology for effective leadership
through this interactive session about purposeful leadership and the mentorship of school-aged children. Matt
Cubbler is a world class human behavior specialist, body language expert, and published author. The session will
provide a snapshot of the “Mighty Purpose” one of the most sought after leadership development programs in the area.
From the childhood death of his learning disabled brother, to careers as a U.S. Army Intelligence Soldier, law
enforcement officer, and serial entrepreneur, Matt will share a number of life lessons and experiences and
demonstrate how personal encounters of grit and perseverance can lead to the discovery of your “Mighty Purpose”,
thus shaping you as a highly effective leader, educator, and mentor.
Flexibility and Range of Motion for the Classroom
Christine Nenstiel

Calling all "desk athletes"!!! This session is designed to incorporate movement in the classroom setting, to allow
students and educators the opportunity to have active breaks that promote well-being in the classroom. The session
will include various stretches and movements that will bring in classroom equipment, getting the blood flowing in not
only your students but yourself.
Teacher Wellness: Essential for Student Success
Thom Stecher, Jessica McFarland, and Chris Engler

There is a growing body of research showing a correlation between the
academic success of students and the health and well-being of educators. This
experiential and engaging session will focus on 8 wellness strategies and skills
passed down from Dr. Margaret Mead. This session will ask participants to engage in mindfulness, play, yoga and
fitness activities, nutrition practices, and stress management strategies.
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Action Based Learning: Preparing the Brain to Learn through Movement!
Cindy Hess

How many "new programs" has your school tried? How many of them seem to come and go, without much change?
Here's WHY: No matter how many "new programs" we implement, if the brain is not ready to learn, no program will
be successful. Learn how implementing simple Action Based Learning strategies into your classroom, can make a huge
difference. By understanding the 12 Foundations of Learning Readiness, we are able to set up our students for success.
As educators, the most vital information we should know, is how to prepare the brain for learning. This session
focuses on what the latest brain research studies tell us about movement, and how we can use this to create an optimal
learning environment for our students, and prepare the brain to learn!

Breakout C
11:20 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Be the Spark
Sheila Kennedy

There are a lot of things beyond one’s control but happiness is NOT one of
them. This session provides research based tips, tools and strategies to live
happy, teach happy and be happy! Participants will learn about training the
brain to be positive, the importance of relationships, and creating more joy in
one’s day to live well. Discover how to ignite a positive culture in the
classroom, school and beyond. Come see how to (re)ignite your spark in and
out of the classroom, fan the flames you already have burning, and catch fire
in your life journey as an empowered educator, so that you may burn bright
for all to see.
In this engaging session, learn rapid fire ways to spread kindness,
demonstrate appreciation and gratitude, and share positivity with others.
Simple, yet effective ways to put ideas into action; many factors will attempt
to extinguish your flames, but we will explore successful strategies to keep
burning bright. Participants will leave feeling inspired, motivated and
empowered.
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Yoga 4 the Classroom
Jen Marshall, LSW

The goal of Yoga 4 Classrooms is to create peaceful, learning-ready productive classroom environment though the
systematic use of preventive mind-body tools grounded in yoga and mindfulness practice.
Wellness begins with self-care: strategies for ECE professionals
Jill Cox, Christine Anthony

Teaching and caring for young children is a physically demanding and stressful job. Early care and education
professionals focus on the health and wellbeing of the children in their care, but often overlook their personal health
and wellness. Without proper attention to the health of ECE professionals, the demands of the job can lead to
exhaustion and burnout. This session focuses on the importance of self-care and includes strategies to support the
physical and mental health of ECE professionals.
Activating Empathy Through Play
S. Alex Fizz

Empathy has become a buzzword in social emotional learning. However, we seldom see a step-by-step guide of how to
make empathy real in the school environment. This active and engaging session will focus on tapping into play as a
pathway for students to activate, for educators to teach and for all of us to practice empathy in the school setting. Mr.
Rogers said "play is the serious work of childhood." It also gives them the room to practice today the skills that they
will need tomorrow.

Breakout D
1:40 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

Overcoming the Battle with Picky Eating
Kristen Peterson

This session aims to help parents, teachers and peers understand the best tips and strategies to help picky eaters
expand their palate. Using positive reinforcement, setting a good example, and encouragement are just the tip of the
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iceberg when it comes to exercises that can inspire a picky eater. During the session, you will learn additional tips and
tricks to help your little one want to try more foods and how to inspire them to do it on their own one day.
How to Boost Brain Power and Benefit Your Body
Nancy L. Miller

In this presentation, we’ll explore research-based strategies known to enhance brain health, benefit the body and
improve overall well-being. As we highlight those with a maximum ROI, you’ll identify small, actionable steps you can
take to break through your barriers to well-being and you’ll be equipped to design a simpler, saner approach to brain
and body health. School professionals will be ready to apply this knowledge in their own lives and promote it in the
lives of others.
Establishing a Positive Community in the Classroom
Rebecca Lamar

This workshop is designed to assist teachers and educators to utilize all the resources to create a community within the
classroom. This workshop will review strategies to include in an effective classroom that incorporates positive
reinforcement for students and families. Participants will see a variety of applications that can assist them in
managing positive communication, responsive conversations that provide a platform for increasing self-concept and
self-esteem with their students and families. This interactive workshop will allow participants to work with small
groups, as well as, station work, and large group brainstorming.
Building Positive Group Culture
Mariana Folco Session

Groups with a strong, positive culture help youth feel connected and safe. There are four things youth workers can do
to build this culture into their programming and internal staff efforts: follow a strict behavior code; practice positive
traditions; provide opportunities to matter; create pro-social connections. In this session, we explore how staff can
create strong culture that supports their other programming efforts.
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1:40 p.m- 3:50 p.m. Session
SEL Practice: Assessing and Supporting Social and Emotional Skills of Students (and Teachers)
Jen Marshall and John McCormick

Participants will explore ways to bridge social and emotional learning from theory to practice. The panel format of this
session will provide multiple perspectives of social and emotional learning integration addressing how SEL skills may
be intentionally and thoughtfully developed over time, explicitly and implicitly. Each panelist will offer a different
perspective on how to support students providing participants with the resources and tools they need to shift from
awareness to action. Topics covered will include Morning Meetings, use of SEL toolkits and active teaching/learning
strategies, easy integration of SEL, and experiential programming. Part of the session will address self-care and
stress-busting for teachers. Can we take care of students if we don’t take care of ourselves? Participants will gather
ideas which may be implemented at various educational levels using strategies that make the most sense in the context
of their particular organization.
*Please note this session is two- hour session and will take up your afternoon session slots.

Breakout E
2:50 p.m. – 3:50 p.m.

Improving Nutrition and Food Security
Teri Wassel

Food insecurity remains a problem in different pockets throughout Montgomery County as well as neighboring
counties. Many populations do not have easy access to fresh produce for reasons such as budget constraints, location
of available produce and inability to drive to a location to purchase fresh foods. The Montgomery County Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) developed a strategic plan to implement community gardens to improve access
to fresh produce and create educational opportunities on nutrition and cultivation. During this session, Teri will help
bridge the gap between food insecure residents and access to fresh produce through building community gardens,
nutrition education, healthy cooking demonstrations, and programming on produce preservations. Not only will
participants gain sustenance from this session, but they will learn how to incorporate fruits and vegetables into their
diet while developing skills to start and sustain a garden. Maintenance and harvesting of a garden will provide a
unique opportunity for physical activity, teamwork, and social interaction.
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Mindful Problem Solving: Tools For Personal and Professional Discovery
Marc Balcer

The tools of mindful problem solving help reframe, clarify and soften our perception of the challenges we face.
Through a process of inquiry, we create space to harness our intuition and creativity. This workshop features several
guided mindfulness practices that will generate concrete next steps for a mindful journey.
Social Emotional Learning: Kindergarten through 12th grade Classroom Implementation
Thom Stecher, Jessica McFarland, Brian Aikens

Over the past four years, the Pottstown Area Health & Wellness Foundation and Thom Stecher and Associates have
created Social Emotional Learning Curriculum that focuses on the competencies and skills of integrating Social
Emotional Learning with academic content. Three social emotional learning toolkits have been created (Elementary,
Middle School and High School) and are being utilized throughout the the region. This session is presented by
educators who are implementing the Toolkits in their daily practice. Participants will have the opportunity to
experience lessons directly from the toolkits, dialogue about best practices, and discuss a plan for implementing Social
Emotional Learning into their classroom.
Yogarate (Pronounced Yoga-Rah-Tay)
Shuali

Participants will be introduced to a movement system that incorporates age appropriate martial arts and yoga while
teaching essential life skills like respect and belly breathing. The Yogarate class begins with the high energy, body
strength building, respect filled martial arts class and flows smoothly into yoga with sun salutations followed by a
calming meditation. By the end of the workshop the participants will be able to teach a full 30 minute Yogarate class.
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BIOGRAPHIES
Brian Aikens works with children who struggle with severe emotional and behavioral issues. After obtaining his
degree in Special and Elementary Education, he taught at Firhouse School in Dublin, Ireland. He returned to the U.S.
to earn his Master’s Degree in Clinical & Counseling Psychology. Brian is the founder of Insight Minds, which
supports children, families, and communities to live flourishing lives through mindfulness and social emotional
wellness. He also serves as an emotional support teacher for the Spring-Ford School District. Brian received the Five
Mindfulness Trainings at Blue Cliff Monastery and received training under Dr. Amy Saltzman and Dr. Kristen Race,
leading mindfulness researchers and authors. Rooting his philosophies in awareness, compassion, and healthy
relationships, he supports children and families to make life more meaningful.
Christine Anthony currently serves at the assistant director for Penn State Better Kid Care. Penn State Better Kid Care
(BKC) provides evidence –based professional development to early care and education and youth development
professionals in an online format. Christine has over 30 years of experience in the early care and education field as a
classroom teacher, trainer, and faculty. She previously served as faculty and department head for the Department of
Elementary and Early Childhood Education at Millersville University. Christine earned a bachelor’s degree in Human
Development and Family Studies at Penn State, as well as a Master of Science and a PhD in Child and Family Studies at
the University of Tennessee.
Jenna Armato became a Speaker, Coach and Trainer to help others dig deep within themselves, and develop plans for
personal growth that stretch well beyond comfort zones, to provide companies with education in leadership
development and effective communication – to create cultures in which employees go to work because they are deeply
excited to do so, and to work with schools and local communities to help prepare today’s youth to become tomorrow’s
leaders. With almost 20 years of advertising and marketing experience, Jenna has lead multiple internal and
cross-agency teams. Serving on the Board of AMA Philadelphia, she guides many volunteers through personal and
professional growth and has facilitated journeys to leadership.
Marc Balcer brings a passion for self-discovery within group settings to the Center for Self-Care (C4SC), which he
co-founded with Josh Gansky. C4SC builds communities through mindful exploration and connection, with a special
focus on men, middle age, the workplace and the home. Marc completed the practicum in Mindfulness-Based Stress
Management at the Penn Center for Mindfulness and trains regularly with his guiding teacher, Sudhir Jonathan Foust.
He integrates this training with his experience as an investor, educator and entrepreneur to support personal
development and transformation. Marc teaches Social-Emotional Learning at The Shipley School in Bryn Mawr, PA
Dr. Marianne Bartley (CEO and founder of Time to Think, LLC) retired from a distinguished career in education in
June 2017. Most recently, she served as Superintendent of the Lebanon School District since 2002. Lebanon School
District is an urban district which has seven schools and approximately 5,000 students. Most of the students in the
district are economically disadvantaged, and many require English as a Second Language Services and/or Special
Education services.
Tory Bright is the Director of Coordinated Regional Mental Health Services Office for the five SE Counties (Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia). Her career in public mental health and human services spans over
30 years. She has worked in crisis services, community based case management, state mental hospital services, justice
related systems and in service development for community mental health systems.
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Tory is a Mental Health First Aid instructor for Adult, Youth, Higher Education, and Public Safety, and Fire/EMS
modules. In addition, Tory is a QPR (Question, Persuade, Refer) Suicide Gatekeeper Instructor, having delivered
numerous trainings in schools to teachers, administrators, and students, as well as to College campuses and general
public groups. She holds a degree from Villanova University in Human Services Administration.
Jill Cox, MS, RD is a Program Development Specialist for Penn State Better Kid Care in nutrition, health and wellness
for early care and education professionals. She has been involved in community nutrition education for many years
delivering chronic disease and obesity prevention programs for youth and adults. Ms. Cox currently authors online
professional development and other resources on a variety of health topics including healthy eating, physical activity
promotion, and healthy growth and development of young children. Through her work at Better Kid Care, she has
partnered with several agencies and organizations to offer evidence-informed resources on a variety of relevant health
topics including obesity prevention, nutrition and physical activity
promotion, and trauma awareness.
Matthew Cubbler is a 1989 Pottstown HS graduate, US Army
Intelligence Veteran, 24-year police officer and co-founder of MaxOut
Strength Systems and MaxOut Strength Studio. Over the past 20 plus
years, Matt has been instructing, teaching, mentoring and developing
young minds through his unique approach to developing leadership
skills in today's youth. Through MaxOut, Matt has been going out into
the schools - telling his life story and helping kids develop leadership
skills necessary for success.
Minna Grabin Davis, M.A., NCC, LPC is the Director of Counseling for Laurel House where she and her clinical staff
and interns provide counseling to shelter and transitional housing residents, and to survivors of intimate partner
violence living in the community-at-large. Minna also offers professional development workshops for mental health
clinicians, educators and other human services professionals throughout the Delaware Valley. Minna continues to
serve as an adjunct instructor at Chestnut Hill College in their Masters of Counseling Psychology program and
maintains a small private practice for aspiring professional counseling and social work clinicians seeking supervision
for licensure. Minna is a past president of the PA Mental Health Counselors Association, the PA Counseling
Association, and the Greater Philadelphia Area Counseling Association.
S. Alex Fizz is an educator immersed in social emotional and service learning. Alex leads adventure-based and
experiential learning opportunities for students, faculty, and staff. His work with students addresses issues such as
racism, sexism, bullying, harassment, violence and hazing while creating a safe space for solution-based problem
solving. Additionally, Alex provides professional development to administrators, faculty and staff centered around
wellness, resilience, diversity, classroom community, school-wide behavioral models, and district-wide social,
emotional and academic change initiatives. Raised in a family focused on service and the principle of passing on
intergenerational wisdom, he brings perspective and scope to the impact positive mentors and role models can have in
the lives of children and adolescents.
Mariana Folco is the Senior Training Manager at Up2Us Sports. In her role, she facilitates trauma-informed training
and professional development opportunities for coaches, teachers and other youth development professionals in
Philadelphia and the Mid-Atlantic region. Mariana is a licensed Social Worker and native Spanish-speaker from
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Argentina. Prior to her work at Up2Us Sports, Mariana worked with Latino populations in Philadelphia as a bilingual
domestic violence counselor, and as a legal service coordinator with unaccompanied immigrant youth from Central
America in the U.S. court system. Mariana has also been a rowing
coach for over 10 years at the high school, collegiate, and masters
levels for programs across the country.
Martha Lester Harris, MPA - President and Founder, b_Fizika LLC.
A social enterprise, Fizika grew out of her passion to demonstrate
the connections between physical activity, intellectual, social and
emotional wellbeing. An accomplished entrepreneur, Martha has
over 30 years experience in starting and leading public-private
partnerships.
Cindy Hess has dedicated her career to improving her students
lives, through movement! Cindy’s expertise in applying the 12 Foundations of Learning Readiness is vital to the
developing child. Hess’s passion for studying research related to movement, learning, and development, is clearly
shown in her presentations- which are PACKED with ways to apply the most recent research to the classroom. Her
trainings focus on preparing the brain for learning and strengthening developmental gaps. Over the course of her
career, Hess has been recognized as a Leader in Physical Education and received such awards as PA Elementary
Physical Education Teacher of the Year, the State’s Professional Honor Award, and a list of local awards in her home
state of PA.
Sheila Kennedy is a teacher, education consultant, and speaker from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She is a certified
Applied Positive Psychology practitioner and a certified Positive Psychology Educator; she is also currently working
toward a Master’s Degree in Education with a concentration in SEL. In addition to being an educator for over fifteen
years, Sheila also delivers PD and graduate level courses to the teaching community. She describes herself as a
change-agent and her passion is providing educators with tools and strategies to flourish in and out of the classroom.
Sheila's focus is on reinvigorating teachers’ purpose and passion, empowering them to step back into their classrooms
filled with more meaning and excitement while recognizing the importance of taking care of themselves.
Rebecca Lamar has her Master’s in Educational Leadership with an emphasis in ECE. She is a doctoral candidate at
Grand Canyon University She is has been a leader/director of high quality programs in Philadelphia, Montgomery and
Chester counties. She currently is a Part-Time Faculty Professor in the education department at Montgomery County
Community College, Bucks County Community College, Lehigh Carbon Community College and Northampton
Community College. She has also worked several years in classroom positions. She has been in the training field for
the last ten years. Rebecca is bi-lingual in Spanish and English and is passionate about music, theater and other
creative arts. Her commitment to humanity is to help others see beauty in themselves, their community and their
world.
Tricia Malott is a Youth and Adult Mental Health First Aid Instructor and Marketing/ Outreach Coordinator for The
Southeast Region Mental Health Services Coordination Office.Throughout her last 33 years Tricia has held various
roles working in partnership with adults, children and families in direct helping capacities as well as in administrative
and leadership roles. Tricia is a NAMI Board Member and currently chairs NAMI’s Youth Sub Committee. Tricia
holds a bachelor’s degree in social work from Bloomsburg University and master’s degree in education from Arcadia
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University.
Jen Marshall, LSW has been a school social worker in the Owen J. Roberts School District for 18 years. She is a Mom of
an amazing 8 year old daughter. She absolutely sees the benefits of a mindful practice both inside and outside the
classroom. She has been a Yoga 4 Classrooms instructor for 6 years and loves bringing yoga to her students.
John McCormick has over 22 years teaching experience. He helped develop a successful Challenge Day experience at
Owen J. Roberts Middle School, then moved on to develop and facilitate a Challenge Day at OJR High School. He is
advisor for the OJRHS Leo Club, the student arm of the local Coventry Lions Club that inspires students to volunteer
for the district and community. Leo’s are involved with student mentoring and have become vital volunteers serving
community organizations collectively volunteering more than 1,000 hours per year.
Jessie McFarland earned her undergraduate degree in
Biology and her Master’s Degree in Science Education. She
has worked as a Middle School educator for 13 years, and
knows firsthand the stress and pressure that today’s children
place on themselves both academically and emotionally. After
going back to school to increase her awareness and
understanding of the whole child, she earned her
certification as an Integrative Nutrition Health Coach, a RYT
Licensed Yoga Instructor, and a Mindfulness Educator
(Mindful Schools).
She has been incorporating mindfulness, nutrition through
the use of raised bed gardens and yoga into her own
classroom. She has witnessed such an amazing transformation in her students that she has followed her passion to
help bring these practices to other schools and learners. Jessie also teaches graduate courses for educators on the
topics of Wellness, Nutrition and Stress Management. She is a firm believer in holistic self-care practices to help both
inside and out of the classroom.
Nancy L. Miller is a certified life coach through AG Coaching, PCCI, and Wellcoaches. Most recently, she became a
Certified Grief Recovery Specialist. Her desire to help others continue moving forward despite unplanned life events
was born out of her own experiences and led her to establish Navigate Life Coaching, LLC. As a registered nurse, she
served people in hospitals, homes and high school settings. It’s Nancy’s goal to serve other people helpers so they can
live their best possible lives, discover well-being, and practice self-care. In her spare time, you’ll find Nancy biking,
hiking, reading or searching for healthfully delicious recipes as part of her own self-care practices.
Chris Nenstiel is a veteran health and physical education teacher at Souderton Area High School. A graduate of the
University of Maine, with a degree in Kinesiology, she has focused her career on providing an environment where
students can experience various types of movement and find what works for them. In 2016, Chris became a Certified
Personal Trainer through the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM), and most recently, NASM Women's
Fitness Specialist. She also enjoys spending her time as a wellness coach with AdvoCare.
Kristen Peterson is a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist, Certified Personal Trainer and owner of PrimeLife Nutrition.
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She graduated from West Chester University in 2012 with her Master's in Public Health in Nutrition and went on to
complete her dietetic internship at the University of Houston shortly after. She started her career working in
long-term care facilities for 5 years which eventually led her to see her true passion: nutrition counseling. Since 2015,
Kristen has been providing nutrition counseling to clients for weight loss, heart disease, diabetes management, sports
nutrition, GI health, and more. In 2016, Kristen became a Certified Personal Trainer through the NSCA. She now owns
her own nutrition counseling company, PrimeLife Nutrition where she provides nutrition counseling for patients and
accepts most insurance plans.
Thom Stecher is a nationally-recognized motivational speaker and educational consultant. He specializes in
self-esteem, wellness, and student assistance programs. He believes that education is a lifelong process and that we all
teach best what we most need to learn. It is therefore imperative that we teach each other. Thom's current passion is
providing school board and administrative retreats and professional learning opportunities for K-12 staff. The
primary focus of this work is the integration of social emotional learning with academic achievement and helping
school districts transform into Whole Child centered environments. Thom believes that budgets and test scores must
be subordinate to people. Caring for students and staff must be our highest priority. Connection, compassion, and
courage are the future of education.
Teri Wassel started with the Montgomery County Department of Health in 1991. She is a registered dietitian with her
Master’s in Nutrition. Her work involves educating the residents of Montgomery County in nutrition education
through hands on activities such as cooking demonstrations, grocery shopping tours, constructing community
gardens and walk and talk lectures. Teri has much experience in garden projects such as North Penn’s Cultivating
Community Campaign creating 13 garden sites and currently developing 5 community gardens for the PA Safe and
Community grant. In 1995 she was granted the PA Nutrition Educator of the Year by the PA Food Service Association
and in 2015 was named Montgomery County Cooperative Extension “Friend” award. Her hobbies include cooking,
traveling and running races in her free time.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Flat Rate
Conference Fee

$50 per person

Location: The Sunnybrook- 50 North Sunnybrook Rd, Pottstown, PA 19464
Conference fee: Includes all conference offerings and meals. Excludes overnight accommodations.
Accommodations: There are no overnight accommodations offered.
Cancellation: No refunds or credit will be given for cancellations after July 28, 2018. Substitutions are accepted,
though session availability may be limited.
Photo release: By submitting a registration form for this conference, you verify that you are volunteering to participate
in a photograph, video and/or materials that may be used to represent the Pottstown Area Health & Wellness
Foundation and/or the Pottstown School District for educational/informational use on public brochures and any other
promotional materials in the form of print and/or web-based versions.
Submitting Online Registration: Please fill out one online registration form per person by July 21, 2018. Payment may
be submitted online via PayPal OR mailed to the Foundation.
Checks payable to:
Pottstown Area Health & Wellness Foundation
Pottstown Area Health & Wellness Foundation
Attn: Laura DeFlavia
152 E High St, Suite 500
Pottstown, PA 19464
Liability Waiver: By submitting your Institute registration, you confirm that you will participate in all of the HBHM
Institute activities at your own risk. Accordingly, you agree to hold the Pottstown Area Health & Wellness Foundation
staff, Board, contractors and agents harmless against all injury you may suffer at any time during the Institute.
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The Institute is sponsored by the Pottstown Area Health & Wellness Foundation.
The Pottstown Area Health & Wellness Foundation is a community nonprofit organization whose mission is to
enhance the health and wellness of area residents by providing education, funding and programs that motivate people
to adopt healthy lifestyles.
The Foundation awards grants to area nonprofit organizations which use their resources and services to develop and
enhance programs that support our purpose of promoting health and wellness. Grant awards are based on four key
priority areas which include improvement in healthy behaviors through schools. Since 2004, more than $8 million has
been awarded to the public and private schools within the Foundation’s service area.
In short, the Foundation’s role is to help area residents improve their health and well-being every day. By doing so, we
are creating a more dynamic and more vibrant community in which to live now and into the future.
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